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Abstract

Biotechnological approaches for the development of regeneration protocol and conservation of some threatened medicinal plants

Recent progress in cell culture and molecular biology of plants has enhanced the prospects of using biotechnology in broadening the genetic base of the plant species and for expanding the range of gene flow between unrelated species (Vasnl, 1987). The regeneration of plants from cell and tissue culture is an important and essential component of biotechnology that is required for genetic manipulation and improvement of plant species. These techniques are used for regeneration and conservation of endangered/threatened medicinal plant resources. Tissue culture techniques have their own specific purpose.  

Plant morphogenesis is associated to understanding fundamental knowledge of plant development processes and its application in crop improvement (Thorpe, 1990). Differentiated plant cells return their ability to revert to organogenic or embryogenic conditions and generate a complete new plant. This unique property of plant cells offers an opportunity to investigate cellular, physiological, biochemical and molecular basis of differentiation (Dey et al 1998). An efficient and effective regeneration protocol is a pre requisite to improve plants via genetic engineering or other biotechnological techniques. The legumes are generally considered recalcitrant to in vitro regeneration and transformation (Altaf and Ahmed, 1990). The efficiency and quality of the regenerants to achieve a high frequency stable and true transgenic need a better understanding of molecular and biochemical events involved in the plant morphogenesis in vitro. Therefore the major objective of this study would be to establish an efficient and simple regeneration protocol for some threatened medicinal plant species via direct as well as indirect regeneration modes using organogenesis and somatic embryogenesis related biochemical and molecular responses.


